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The emotional power of a movement in relation to a sound has always puzzled me.  
This essential feature of the art of dance remains an open-ended question,  
a wide scope of exploration that seems limitless to me to this day.

The outburst of an emotion from an abstract movement and a music generally speaks to something intimate from  
the person that expresses it. making choreography or portraying that person through dance boils down to capturing 
that intimacy.

I often say that I don’t know what choreography is and that I’m trying to understand it by doing it. Now I believe it is 
primarily an art form that generates a quality of time and directs the attention of the person who watches it.

To grapple with these fundamentals of dance, I wanted to bring together two long-time collaborators and artists, annie 
Hanauer and ruben sanchez. annie Hanauer is a dancer who has developed a uniquely musical dance style. By contrast, 
ruben sanchez is a tap dancer who can subdivide and sequence time with utmost rigor. 

These two seemingly opposed approaches to movement, which I have observed many times via repetitive choreographic 
and musical structures, eventually converge. 

Through repetitive choreographic structures – melodic for annie or rhythmic for ruben – a hypnotic mood emerges and 
transforms the perception of time through the dancers’ bodies.

I imagine this new piece with annie Hanauer and ruben sanchez like the two sides of a möbius strip that eventually 
merge into one choreographic continuum.

raCHID OUramDaNE, JaNUarY 2019

With the great sensitivity he is known for, rachid Ouramdane seeks out the source of an emotion that emerges at the 
intersection of a dance movement and a music, giving the audience a private moment with the performer. 

In order to better capture this chemistry at its purest, he makes his creations both the tool and the outcome of an 
investigation carried out with passion and parsimony. 

after the two solos that comprised TORDRE, which toured worldwide, those he created for annie Hanauer and ruben 
sanchez directly address fundamentals, implicitly painting the pictures of these two personalities of dance. The former 
was chosen for the way she inhabits movement with limitless musicality. The latter, a virtuoso tap dancer, for his 
precision and lightning speed. 

Two complementary ways to achieve a kind of hypnosis.

THOmas HaHN, JaNUarY 2019

« A bare stage, Ruben Sanchez’ dance, a short pause, Annie Hanauer’s dance, and a finale.» 

https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/641975826


Rachid  
Ouramdane

Biographies

recently arrived from the CCN2 – 
Centre chorégraphique national de 
Grenoble, which he codirected since 
2016 with the circus artist Yoann 
Bourgeois, rachid Ouramdane has 
become the director of Chaillot – 
Théâtre national de la Danse in april 
2021.

He created complex shows, 
questioning the performance context, 
which he produced internationally. He 
has accorded a prominent place to  
danced portraits for a long time.

His work focused on the meticulous 
collecting of testimonies, in 
collaboration with documentary 
filmmakers and writers, integrating 
video techniques.

after several years of developing 
these testimony poetics, his work 
nowadays tends to privilege a form of 
abstraction.

alongside his creative work, he fosters 
educational and exchange dynamics 
in France and abroad. 

He has been an associate artist 
at the manège in reims, Bonlieu 
– scène nationale d’annecy, T2G in 
Gennevilliers, and the Théâtre de la 
Ville in Paris.

He has collaborated with artists in 
a wide range of disciplines, such 
as: Pascal rambert, meg stuart, 
alain Buffard, Christian rizzo, Fanny 
de Chaillé, Emmanuelle Huynh, 
Catherine Contour, Odile Duboc, 
Hervé robbe, Julie Nioche, Nicolas 
Floch’, mehdi meddaci, alexandre 
meyer, Jean-Baptiste Julien, Daniel 
Danis, sonia Chiambretto…

Jean-Baptiste Julien mUsIC

a musician and composer born in 1977, Jean-Baptiste Julien 
has worked with antoine antoine antoine, Pascal Battus, alex 
Beaupain, Bertrand Belin, Blast, Yannick Butel, Jean-marc Butty, 
marylène Carre, arnaud Churin, Thomas Ferrand, Grand Parc, 2 
Yves Godin, François Lanel, Fiodor Novski, Katel, sophie Lamarche-
Damour, Frédéric Leterrier, Bernardo montet, antonin ménard, 
seijiro murayama, newpauletteorchestra, rachid Ouramdane,  
Palo alto, Pink Crash, alexandre Plank, Virginie Vaillant, etc.

Sylvain Giraudeau sETs

sylvain Giraudeau learned stage techniques at the vocational 
training center in Bagnolet, France. He started out as a stage 
manager and soon went on to design the sets of several 
theatrical or dance shows. Collaborations include Christian 
Bourrigault, sébastien Lefrançois, Julie Nioche and Kitsu Dubois. 
He has worked alongside rachid Ouramdane since 2004 on the 
productions of Je ne (2004), Les Morts Pudiques (2004),  
Surface de réparation (2007), Des Témoins ordinaires (2009), 
Exposition universelle ( 2011), Sfumato (2012), POLICES ! (2013), 
TORDRE (2014), Tenir le temps (2015) and Franchir la nuit (2018). 
His work is characterized by clear, geometric lines, detailed work 
on materials and their sensitivity to the lighting he designs in close 
collaboration with the lighting designer. also acting as a stage 
production manager while on tour, he can therefore adapt the 
scenography during the lifetime of the shows, fine-tuning the sets 
in a close collaborative relationship with rachid Ouramdane.

Stéphane Graillot LIGHTING

Lighting designer and operator trained at ENSATT,  
Stéphane Graillot has gone from theater to theater for 20 years, 
collaborating with various contemporary choreographers, 
including Nathalie Pernette, Pauline Simon, Laurent Falgueiras  
and Barbara Blanchet. He also works with directors and 
contemporary circus artists, and particularly designed the lights 
on the theatrical show BENT directed by Thierry Lavat, which 
received the Molière for best repertoire show in 2002. Throughout 
his career, he has developed creative work on videos for touring 
musicals such as Gone With The Wind, Le Roi Soleil and  
Les Demoiselles de Rochefort. Since 2008 he has worked with 
Rachid Ouramdane as a lighting designer for the pieces  
Sfumato (2012), TORDRE (2014), Tenir le temps (2015), and  
Franchir la nuit (2018), and as production stage manager for tours 
in France and internationally. In this capacity he has developed specific 
technical tools for setting up lighting movements and effects.



Annie Hanauer PErFOrmEr

Annie Hanauer is a dancer, performer and teacher.  
She lives between France and the UK. Originally from  
the US, she holds a BFA from the University of Minnesota, 
Minneapolis. As a member of the Candoco Dance Company, 
Annie has taught and performed around the world with 
pieces by Trisha Brown, Marc Brew, Nigel Charnock, Claire 
Cunningham, Emanuel Gat, Thomas Hauert, Wendy 
Houstoun, Sarah Michelson, Hofesh Shechter, and in the 
Olympic handover ceremony in Beijing and the Paralympic 
closing ceremony in London, as well as in a solo recently 
created by Lea Anderson. She has collaborated with Rachid 
Ouramdane on the production of the shows Looking Back, 
POLICES!, TORDRE, Tenir le temps, and Franchir la nuit.

Ruben Sanchez PErFOrmEr

Ruben Sanchez is a tap dancer. He started learning dance 
aged 6 and studied classical ballet, contemporary dance, 
jazz dance and ballroom dance. In 2001 he joined the 
African percussion company Camut Brand as a soloist 
and starting touring internationally. He then worked with 
Sharon Lavi of Tapeplas Dance Company with whom he 
performed in New York or Chicago, Guillem Alonso and Jep 
Melendez as well as Fabrice Martin. He has collaborated 
with Rachid Ouramdane since 2012, performing in 
Sfumato, Tenir le temps, and Franchir la nuit. Ruben 
Sanchez teaches tap dance around Europe.



• Les Traceurs(2020)  
creation for 1 to 10 performers 
June and July, 2020 
annecy

• Variation(s)(2019)  
creation for 2 performers 
October 9, 10 and 11, 2019 
Bonlieu scène Nationale - annecy

• Möbius(2019)  
co-creation with Compagnie XY for 19 performers 
september 27, 28 and 29, 2019 
Cirque-Théâtre d’Elbeuf

• Franchir la nuit (2018)  
creation for 5 performers and masses of children 
september 20 and 21, 2018 
Biennale de la danse de Lyon

• Murmuration (2017)  
creation for the dancers of Ballet de Lorraine 
From June 29 to July 2, 2017 
Festival des Plaisirs inconnus - Nancy

• Tenir le temps (2015)  
creation for 16 performers 
July 1 and 2, 2015 
Festival montpellier danse

• TORDRE (2014)  
creation for 2 performers 
November 5, 2014 
Bonlieu scène Nationale - annecy

• Tout autour (2014)  
creation for the dancers of Ballet de l’Opéra de Lyon 
February 22, 2014 
radiant Caluire

• POLICES ! (2013)  
creation for 5 performers, a choir and a crowd 
November 14, 2013 
Festival mettre en scène — Le Triangle, rennes

• Sfumato (2012)  
creation for 7 performers 
september 19, 2012 
Biennale de la danse de Lyon

• Looking back (2011)  
creation for 5 performers of Candoco Dance Company 
september 14, 2011 
manchester

• Exposition universelle (2011)  
duet for Jean-Baptiste Julien and rachid Ouramdane 
may 12, 2011 
Bonlieu scène Nationale – annecy

• Borsheviks...Une histoire vraie...(2010)  
creation for the russian company migrazia 
april 9, 2010 
Kirov (russie)

• Des Témoins ordinaires (2009)  
creation for 5 performers 
may 28, 2009 
Bonlieu scène Nationale - annecy

• Loin... (2008) 
solo 
march 4, 2008 
Bonlieu scène Nationale - annecy

• Surface de réparation (2007)  
creation for 12 teenage athletes from Gennevilliers 
October 4, 2007 
Théâtre de Gennevilliers

• Un Garçon debout (2006)  
solo for Pascal rambert 
October 18, 2006 
Bonlieu scène Nationale - annecy

• Superstars (2006)  
creation for 7 dancers of Ballet de l’Opéra de Lyon 
september 18, 2006 
Opéra National de Lyon

• Cover (2005)  
creation for 4 performers 
October 28, 2005 
Biennale de danse du Céara - Fortaleza (Brésil)

• Les Morts pudiques (2004)  
solo 
may 7, 2004  
rencontres Chorégraphiques Internationales  
de seine st-Denis

• Je ne (2004)  
co-creation with Daniel Danis 
October 9, 2004 
Ferme du Buisson - scène Nationale de marne-la-Vallée

• À l’oeil nu (2003)  
collective and evolving project

• Skull*cult (2002)  
solo co-crated with choreographer Christian rizzo 
July 15, 2002 
Vifdu sujet - Festival d’avignon

• + ou – là (2002)  
creation for 6 performers 
manège - scène Nationale de reims

• Face cachée (2002)  
Vocal performance for 6 performers

• Structure Multifonction (2001)  
co-creation with Christian rizzo and Nicolas Floc’h

• De Arbitre à Zébra (2001)  
creation with wrestlers from reims

• Au bord des métaphores (2000) 
creation at la ménagerie de Verre - Paris

• Les absents ont toujours tort (1998)  
creation for 6 performers  
rencontres Chorégraphiques Internationales  
de seine st-Denis

• Des gens de passage (1997)

• 3 avenue de l’espérance (1996)  
solo co-created with Julie Nioche 
Quartz - scène Nationale de Brest
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